
MERIT offers a responsive, flexible partnership for  
spirometry endpoint services. 

Whether you’re a biotech sponsor just launching your respiratory pipeline, 

or you have a long-standing relationship with a respiratory services 

provider, it may seem like you only have one choice for your spirometry 

clinical trial endpoint services. MERIT represents a reliable alternative 

in respiratory service providers, offering agile and attentive centralized 

spirometry expertise. 

Some large respiratory service providers have so many current clients that 

your project may seem like a tiny cog in a big machine. MERIT prioritizes 

a collaborative, partnership-driven approach for all projects with scalable 

solutions and personalized attention. 

Are you getting the  
attention you deserve  
from your respiratory  
services provider? 
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R ES P I RATO RY  PA RT N E RS H I PS

We are often able to provide competitive pricing and shortened timelines for our 
sponsors and partners through efficiencies gained from over 30 years of experience 
conducting respiratory trials. 

Our qualified respiratory therapists 
can be contacted with one simple 
phone call or email. 

Some companies tend to overpromise and 
underdeliver, which puts your study success 
at risk. If you’re looking for a spirometry 
services provider that will value your 
partnership and make your study a priority, 
consider MERIT.
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With MERIT, you benefit from:

                         MERIT’s project management team provides  
personalized attention, collaborating closely with our partners to focus on 
details that drive study milestone achievement and increase site  
engagement.

      Our qualified respiratory therapists can be contacted  
    with one simple phone call or email. Sites get the swift assistance they        
    need, and sponsors benefit with improved subject qualification and         
    retention.

            MERIT’s innovative software   
application, CompleClinical®, features highly customizable workflows  
that help facilitate rapid study startup and enrollment.

           All study stakeholders – from sponsor to
CRA to data reviewer – have access to the current study data on an   
ongoing basis.

EXPERT, AGILE TEAM: 

SWIFT SOLUTIONS:

EASILY CONFIGURABLE SOFTWARE:

CONTINUOUS DATA ACCESS:



R ES P I RATO RY  PA RT N E RS H I PS

We understand the drug discovery process is complex and 

demanding, and the clinical stage is resource-intensive and 

high-risk. MERIT has the proven respiratory experience 

to help you accelerate your product development. Our 

specialized expertise informs every facet of our relationship 

with you, making our partnerships simpler and more efficient.

W H Y  M E R I T ?

Gain assurance with our proven track 
record providing reliable endpoint 
expertise to 12 of the top 20 global 
pharmaceutical companies

Reap the benefits of competitive pricing 
and shortened timelines resulting from 
efficiencies gained over decades of 
experience

Benefit from transparent communication 
and prompt access to in-house experts

Reduce clinical trial risk. Our experienced 

team delivers risk management by 

anticipating your study challenges

Increase your trial’s flexibility with our 
scalable solutions. We adapt quickly to your 
changing needs

Rely on MERIT consistently meeting 

customer and regulatory requirements as 

validated through our ISO 27001:2013 and 

ISO 13485 certification

Simplify and streamline your pulmonary 
clinical trial process with CompleClinical®, 
MERIT’s innovative spirometry software 
application

Connect with us to learn more about how our expertise  

and approach can support bringing your product to market  

on-time and on-budget. Your success is our priority. 

STA RT  A  CO N V E RSAT I O N
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